Abstract Curation of biological data is a multi-faceted task whose goal is to create a structured, comprehensive, integrated, and accurate resource of current biological knowledge. These structured data facilitate the work of the scientific community by providing knowledge about genes or genomes and by generating validated connections between the data that yield new information and stimulate new research approaches. For the model organism databases (MODs), an important source of data is research publications. Every published paper containing experimental information about a particular model organism is a candidate for curation. All such papers are examined carefully by curators for relevant information. Here, four curators from different MODs describe the literature curation process and highlight approaches taken by the four MODs to address: (1) the decision process by which papers are selected, and (2) the identification and prioritization of the data contained in the paper. We will highlight some of the challenges that MOD biocurators face, and point to ways in which researchers and publishers can support the work of biocurators and the value of such support.
Introduction
Biocuration, the practice of collecting and organizing biological data, has roots that go back several thousand years. Formalization began as early as the fourth century BCE when Aristotle grouped organisms by various criteria such as form, mode of reproduction, blood, etc. (Ausdesirk et al. 2004) . Linnaeus, Darwin, and others built on this early work through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. These types of collections form the core of natural history museums. In the twentieth century, large amounts of sequence data became available. Protein sequences were the first to be collected, followed by RNA sequences, then DNA sequences. With the advent of computer technology came the development of new ways to access and display information. Soon biological databases were created to contain, organize, and make accessible the growing assembly of biological data. Today there are numerous biological databases containing information about a large variety of organisms and covering multiple data types.
Model organism databases (MODs) collect and display information about genes and proteins of individual species. They grew out of the development of genomic sequencing technologies and subsequent release of sequence data for organisms like A. thaliana (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000), S. cerevisiae (Goffeau et al. 1997) , and C. elegans (C. elegans Sequencing Consortium 1998). Associated with the initiation of the human genome sequencing project (Barnhart 1989) , MODs are seen as an important tool for guiding investigation of the human genome (Clark 1999; Carroll et al. 2003) . Today, MODs have publicly accessible web-based interfaces and specialize in representation of genetic and genomic data generally pertaining to one species or a class of closely related organisms. The authors of this review are each curators for the MODs TAIR (The Arabidopsis Information Resource, Swarbreck et al. 2008) , ZFIN (The Zebrafish Information Network, Sprague et al. 2003) , MGI (Mouse Genome Informatics, Blake et al. 2006) , and SGD (Saccharomyces Genome Database, Dwight et al. 2004) , which contain information for the eukaryotic model organisms Arabidopsis thaliana, Danio rerio, Mus musculus, and Saccharomyces cerevisiae, respectively. These organisms are representative of the plant, animal, and fungal kingdoms, and their genomes differ greatly from each other. Nevertheless, our work as curators includes many common tasks. In particular, a major component of the biocuration effort at these databases is that of reading and extracting information from the published literature. The goal is to present the disparate data from different experiments in an organized and accessible framework to give biologists a broader perspective than they might get from any one paper. Over the past 10-15 years both the quantity and types of information curated have greatly expanded due to the increased volume of publications, the changing needs of research communities, and advances in research approaches and technology. Here, we focus specifically on how literature curation is done at MODs, with an emphasis on common processes. We will highlight some of the challenges that MOD biocurators face, and point to some ways in which researchers and publishers can support the work of biocurators.
Making molehills out of mountains
Gathering the literature Curation begins by gathering the relevant body of literature. Typically, papers of interest to a MOD are identified through periodic searches of literature indexed at PubMed. In order to extract information, curators must have access to the full text of the article. Many of the MODs are based at academic institutions that maintain paid subscriptions to many scientific journals. Also, NIH's PubMed Central provides a free digital archive of many journal articles. However, subscriptions are costly and university budgets are strained and not all articles, NIH-funded or not, become available in PubMed Central in a timely fashion. It is often still difficult for curators to obtain the full texts, let alone any supplemental data, of research articles from the journal websites in a consistent and computationally aided manner. Authors who wish to have their data curated into the electronic data stream need to evaluate accessibility of their publication as they choose where to publish.
Identification and prioritization of papers to curate
The number of papers reviewed for curation varies from MOD to MOD and may be anywhere from 100 to 1,000 papers a month. From 2004 to 2009, the average numbers of papers added yearly to TAIR, ZFIN, SGD, and MGI were 2200, 1,000, 3,000, and 11,000, respectively. These numbers are reflective of the size of the research community for each organism. Often, the identification of papers containing data relevant to a particular database involves a paper-by-paper review by curators. Some MODs manually associate each publication with the biological objects of interest, such as genes, while others make associations via electronic methods that match papers with genes and validate these associations manually. The continuous influx of new papers necessitates that each MOD develop a mechanism for prioritizing literature curation. While it is desirable to extract and record every piece of information from the entire literature corpus for each species, the relatively small size of the curation staff at any one MOD dictates that some papers are immediately completely curated, while others take a little longer or are not used at all. At some MODs, highest priority for curation is given to papers describing previously uncharacterized genes or containing functional data that can be used for gene ontology (GO) annotations. At other MODs, priority may be given to papers reporting new mutants and phenotypes. The priority is driven by the needs of the user base for the types of information in the paper, and changes with the changing needs of users.
There are also some publications that will not be curated in the context of the MODs. MODs are gene-centric resources, so certain types of publications are usually not curated by a MOD. For example, toxicology studies describing the lethal effects of chemicals or pharmaceuticals in organisms are generally not curated unless they link the toxicity, resistance to toxicity, or pharmaceutical effects to a gene product in some way. Regardless of the driving force behind the setting of priorities, the end result is identification of a subset of papers that will be carefully read by the curation staff.
Separating the wheat from the chaff
The types of data that are presented in the biological literature are extremely diverse, and choosing which ones to capture in any given MOD is a challenge. Primary data collected include basic gene-related information such as gene names. There are many more complex data such as specific genotype details, spatial and temporal gene expression patterns, phenotypes, biochemical pathways, and genetic or physical interaction networks. Some MODs provide information about biological reagents, such as mutant and reference strains, DNA materials like transgenic constructs, morpholino oligonucleotides, RNAi constructs and cDNA libraries, and protein reagents like antibodies (Table 1 ). Many databases also provide structured annotations of gene products using controlled vocabularies, such as those provided by the GO (The Gene Ontology Consortium 2010) that facilitate computational analyses of groups of genes within or between organisms. Which of the more complex data types are tackled depends on the needs of the research community, the priorities set by each MOD's Scientific Advisory Board, and the human and computational resources available. Table 2 presents for each MOD the number of records representing functional gene products, those with literature associated, and those with experimentally supported functional annotation (GO) from literature.
Gene identification and nomenclature
The first step in curating a paper is the identification of the genes and proteins described as well as the organism to which they belong (Fig. 1) . Surprisingly, one of the more difficult challenges a biocurator can face is unambiguously linking the gene or genes discussed in a paper to a record in their MOD, particularly when the gene nomenclature is unclear or the research organism is not identified. Inclusion of sequence or database identifiers for each gene in the paper ensures accurate linking between the results presented in that paper and the particular gene or genes described therein, no matter how the name of a gene may change over time. Papers that lack this information may be impossible to curate. Nomenclature standards and collaborative efforts often strive to give orthologous genes the same symbol and name in multiple species. For example, MGI, under the auspices of the International Committee on Standardized Genetic Nomenclature for Mice (Maltais et al. 2002) , and the HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC, Bruford et al. 2008 ), works to co-ordinate nomenclature between mouse, human and rat genes. ZFIN attempts to name zebrafish genes after their human or mouse orthologs. Likewise, ArkDB (Hu et al. 2001 ) which maintains data on cat, chicken, cow, horse and sheep, adopts the HGNC nomenclature. Consequently, when a paper mentions a gene or protein symbol that is the same in several organisms (such as BRCA1, which is used in more than a dozen species) and it does not state the specific organism of origin or provide a sequence accession number for this particular gene, it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine whether the data in that paper belongs in a particular species-specific database or not. Another nomenclature conundrum for many model organisms is the case where the same symbol is used for more than one gene in a single species. For example, the symbol PAP1 in Arabidopsis thaliana is the primary symbol or alias for four different genes (PURPLE ACID PHOSPHATASE 1, PHOSPHATIDIC ACID PHOSPHATASE 1, PRODUC-TION OF ANTHOCYANIN PIGMENT 1, and PHY-TOCHROME-ASSOCIATED PROTEIN 1). There are currently 216 similar examples for zebrafish, where a gene has a primary symbol that is the same as an alias for at least one other zebrafish gene. As a result, use of these symbols in the literature is ambiguous, and more information is required to resolve which specific gene is actually described in a particular paper. Additionally, many species have gene duplicates which share a root symbol but are appended with an 'a' or 'b' suffix. For example, when a publication discusses the zebrafish gene 'wnt8', it is unclear which specific gene is meant as zebrafish have both a wnt8a and a wnt8b gene. There is no way to resolve such a case without a sequence accession number, or communication directly with the authors.
Curators of each MOD have tried to formalize the process of naming genes according to the wishes of their respective research communities (Table 3) . Not all researchers are aware that such processes exist, and that Fig. 1 A typical curation workflow, exemplified by the process at ZFIN. Curation workflows are unique as each MOD strives to best serve its own research community. For example at some MODS, different members of the curation team may enter different types of data, whereas at other MODS a single curator may enter all of the data types from a paper. Additional differences in workflow stem mainly from staffing and other budgetary constraints for each database. However, there are many commonalities in the workflow process, as the questions that must be answered to complete curation of a paper are similar regardless of the MOD. Here, the curation workflow at ZFIN illustrates the order in which certain tasks take place and many of the questions that must be answered at each step. Papers that lack key details can prevent curators from answering questions critical to the curation process, leading to a reduction in the amount or the detail of the curated data ensure that published results are associated with the correct genes by using officially approved nomenclature, which can be found at a species-specific authority like a MOD or the HGNC, and by providing identifiers for the genes or proteins discussed in every paper. Researchers unsure of which particular accession identifiers to use are encouraged to contact the appropriate database for guidance.
The information extraction process
Though the exact curation workflow may vary, the basic process of curation is similar at each MOD (Fig. 1) . After establishing the identity of the organism, genes and mutants of interest, the biocurator reads the full paper, identifies the data of interest and enters that into a database. As most papers contain multiple types of data (for example, phenotype, orthology, localization, and interaction data), a kind of mental 'multi-tasking' ensues as the biocurator develops an understanding of the experimental concept and the results and then considers whether and how the different data will fit into the database. While this detailed thought process is often straightforward, there are times when deciding which information to extract from the paper and where to put it in the database can entail multiple readings of the paper and involve discussions with other curators or the authors of the paper. The goal of the biocurator is to extract the experimental results published in the paper, to add them to the appropriate sections of the database, and to connect those single pieces of information with the existing data in order to create a larger and more intricate picture of the role of each gene of the organism. There often are data in a paper about genes that are not the main focus but were included in studies. For example, a paper may describe new results about the function of the receptor encoded by the S. cerevisiae gene STE2, but may also contain ancillary data about one of the subunits of the associated G protein. From the point of view of the curator, all of these data are important, and are therefore added to the appropriate sections of the database.
Distinguishing experimentally supported from inferential assertions
Reading a publication for curation is very different from reading it as a reviewer or bench researcher. It is the curator's job to understand the data and determine how to record them, not to censor them or subject them to another layer of review, since the data have already gone through peer review and thus are accepted as accurate. It is also important to identify the experimental assays behind the data. Because curators are looking for experimentally supported information, they must be able to distinguish experimentally backed assertions from inferential or speculative ones. When authors report the existence of a transmembrane domain in a newly cloned sequence based on computational analysis, the curator must realize that this is not an experiment but merely a prediction and as such cannot be used to assert experimentally verified membrane localization for the protein.
In fact, such inferential annotations are most often captured through automated electronic curation pipelines that use the same methods the authors may have used. Curators need to have a strong background in experimental biology and they must possess dedication to scientific detail. Many biocurators have graduate degrees and post-doctoral experience. The eye for detail is especially useful when confirming specifics such as gene names and morpholino sequences and their corresponding target genes. It is not unusual for critical typographical errors to creep into previously reviewed publications. In many cases, it is a MOD biocurator that picks up these mistakes, contacts the corresponding authors and resolves the discrepancy before adding the correct data to their database.
Adapting to new data types
Effective literature curation requires that curators know what kinds of information researchers need to access and how researchers want to access that data. In fact, information needs have changed over time, and efforts to respond to these needs have expanded the scope of curation and the responsibilities of the curator. For example, as full genome assemblies become available, curation of genetic mapping data becomes less important. On the other hand, the technological advances in analyzing thousands of genes or proteins via high-throughput experiments (microarray, GC/MS, etc.) requires new paradigms for data curation and display. Curators become aware of the latest trends in research by constantly reading new literature, attending scientific conferences and receiving feedback from their scientific advisory committees and user base. When microarray experiments were first published, there was no strategy in place for curating the massive amounts of individual data points and no place to house and display the data. In time, data warehouses and databases like ArrayExpress (Parkinson et al. 2009 ) and GEO (Barrett et al. 2009 ) were created to address the long-term storage needs for this type of data. Proteomics advances, be they the isolation of all the proteins in a particular cellular compartment or the identification of all proteins whose expression is triggered by some external stimulus, have also resulted in a large mass of data. This data must be also stored, cross-referenced to the relevant genes and made available to the public long after the original article was published. Individual MODs have made the decision either to mirror such data in their pages or link to these larger multi-organism resources.
Data catch and release
In order to transfer data from the published literature into a database, MODs and other databases have had to (1) develop strategies and tools that enable the curation staff to curate these data; (2) create and modify database schemas to accommodate new data types; and (3) develop the web pages that are accessed by the research community so that they can search for and view the new data. The tools for data curation and the databases that store the interrelated data are designed with input from biocurators, software engineers and database administrators. Careful consideration is given to the design of the database, the various query forms that will be presented to the public, and the web pages that display data to the end user. Does the database format allow the significance of the results to be accurately presented to the user? Can biologically interesting correlations and connections in the data easily be found? Do the controlled vocabularies adequately describe the data, or are new terms needed? How can the volume of data available from large-scale studies be incorporated into the database so that users can access and understand the results? Attention to the experimental details provided in the publication and to data integration allows the users to make complex queries, such as ''show me the genes on chromosome 1 that have been experimentally shown to function as a protein kinase'' (Fig. 2) . The ability to make such detailed queries requires highly detailed curation. Below we discuss how this is done so authors can begin to understand how their data are translated into a MOD during the curation process.
Details of data input
MOD curators add data into their database using software that is designed to make data entry as error-free and accurate as possible. For example, when adding GO annotation to a gene product, the identifier for a GO term must have seven digits and correspond to a currently valid GO term, or input is blocked. The web interfaces incorporate various controlled vocabularies to supply terminology that describes the data in a consistent manner (Fig. 3) . The vocabularies can be simple lists, such as those that describe assay types, developmental stages, or chromosome number, or they may be more complex, such as the structured vocabularies of the Cell Ontology (Bard et al. 2005) , GO (Ashburner et al. 2000) , Mouse Anatomy Ontology (Bard et al. 1998) , or plant ontology (Jaiswal et al. 2005) . Curators usually develop these vocabularies, and in some cases (such as the GO) they are continuously updated by curators from multiple MODs, with input from experts in relevant fields, as new research findings dictate the need for new terms. These same controlled vocabularies are used in the query forms that users see at the respective MOD web sites, and allow users to more easily analyze large amounts of data for similarities and differences across species. While controlled vocabularies are valuable in helping users group data, they are sometimes not specific enough to describe the subtleties of some results. Therefore, curation of these data often includes an option for curators to add free text. While free text allows for curator freedom in adding experimental details, it is not as amenable to efficient searching as is the use of a controlled vocabulary. A good compromise is the use of both types of data capture. For example, SGD's and MGI's curation of S. cerevisiae and M. musculus phenotypes includes controlled-vocabulary components as well as freetext fields, where curators often add details about the phenotype or experimental conditions that are critical for interpreting the data (Hancock et al. 2007; Costanzo et al. 2009 ). In such cases, query interfaces are designed to allow for searching free-text data as well as that using controlled vocabularies.
Importing data from external resources
In addition to data obtained from literature curation, many MODs incorporate a variety of data from outside sources, such as UniProtKB (The UniProt Consortium 2010), Genbank (Benson et al. 2009 ), and Ensembl (Hubbard et al. 2009 ). In addition to enhancing the amount of information in the database, imported data provides a quality control function. For example, automated scripts reconcile gene identifiers from imported data with the genes in each database and categorize possible conflicts, such as the mapping of one UniProt ID to multiple genes in a MOD, for biocurator review. Manually curated GO annotations can be compared to computer-generated GO annotations provided by UniProtKB to identify missing or contradictory annotations. In cases where information is shared among the databases, or is used for comparison of data across databases, additional effort is required. For example, the Gene Ontology Reference Genomes Project (The Reference Genome Group of the Gene Ontology Consortium 2009) which involves coordinated GO annotation at a dozen MODs, has regular annotation meetings to enhance consistency in the usage of the GO among its members.
Handling data conflicts
Once data are entered into the database, they are available to the public either immediately or following a scheduled database update. Scheduled database updates vary in frequency and may be daily, weekly, monthly or whenever a specified set of curation goals has been accomplished. Since each piece of data is always associated with a reference, the user may examine cases where data appear to be conflicting and decide on the context of the conflict.
Users concerned about conflicting (or any other) data are encouraged to contact the originating database. Community input helps the curatorial staff decide how to handle such situations. In general, data that have clearly been shown to be wrong may be removed from the database. For example, in 2006 the Arabidopsis gene FCA was reported to encode an abscisic acid receptor (Razem et al. 2006) . In 2008, the authors of the 2006 paper retracted their claims (Razem et al. 2008 ) and another group published that FCA does not bind abscisic acid (Risk et al. 2008) . Any annotations associated with the first paper were removed from TAIR. On the other hand, data that may appear conflicting as presented in the database are retained with their citation, as long as the paper has not been retracted or the authors have not requested removal. For example, real-time live cell analyses using fluorescently labeled proteins and subcellular markers showed that the Arabidopsis protein AUX1 resides at the apical plasma membrane of protophloem cells and at highly dynamic subpopulations of Golgi apparatus and endosomes in all cell types (Kleine-Vehn et al. 2006) . In cases like this, both pieces of localization data are valid and are captured in the database. Fig. 2 A TAIR web query form using controlled vocabularies to ask ''Find a gene whose symbol begins with At1g and has GO function annotations based on direct assays, and codes for a protein that has literature associated with it.'' Data 'holes' resulting from incomplete curation of older literature MODs evolve to incorporate new features in order to support changing research interests and to curate data types that were not tackled in the past. Over time, previously curated literature may become 'incompletely curated' with respect to the current capabilities of a given MOD. For example, a previously curated paper that clearly shows the biological role of a specific gene may not have been used for GO if GO curation was not done at the time that paper was originally curated. Limited curatorial staffing generally makes it impractical to bring curation of all older papers up to date with current curation standards. As a result, 'holes' in the curated data become apparent and can make the curated data seem spotty relative to what a researcher specializing in a field may know from years of reading the literature. Community feedback is essential in pointing out such gaps in the curated data, and helps curators prioritize the curation of older papers to fill such data holes.
Making data available to users
The biological data curated by the MODs are available in several formats not only at their own websites but also at multiple locations on the Internet. The primary location at which a researcher will view information about a single gene is on the MOD's gene detail page (Fig. 3) . Using the power of relational databases, data that describes chromosome mapping of a gene can be linked to data discussing the effect of its mutant alleles, or developmental expression of the protein or RNA gene product and displayed on a single page. In addition to the information seen on the individual gene detail pages, MODs also provide data for download purposes in several formats through public ftp sites (Table 3) . These sites may house files containing the data that is on the web pages, as well as more specific data sets and reports. MODs also contribute data to more general resources such as the GO (The Gene Ontology Consortium 2010), UniProtKB (The UniProt Consortium 2010), Ensembl (Hubbard et al. 2009 ), RefSeq ), Entrez Gene , and others. In turn the MODS obtain sequence and domain data from the same resources. Thus, the taxonspecific resources compliment those resources that contain information from all taxa. Displaying the curated data through multiple venues provides greater exposure of the data to users and helps to prevent overlap of curatorial efforts. Most importantly, this data sharing is at the core of our endeavor to connect biological information across organisms, allowing their similarities and their differences to be readily detectable and exploited in new ways by the research community. These inter-connections are made possible when authors provide the necessary details in their publications (Table 4) . As authors take these needs into account, the information they have worked so hard to elucidate will be more easily incorporated into the global biological data flow where it can have the biggest impact (Fig. 4) .
Biocuration in the future
The primary goal of biocuration is to stitch together a comprehensive, accurate, and up-to-date picture of current biological knowledge. This network of information provides researchers with easy access to detailed and highly cross-linked information that is traceable back to its source. To accomplish this, it is critical that the published data be readily available for curation. Budgetary limitations should not cause limitations in the inclusion of any publication in the curation process. This diminishes the accessibility of the researcher's data.
Recent initiatives to increase access, and institutional support for them, have begun to help change this by providing publication venues where everyone can access publications and their enclosed data freely and in a timely manner. Freely available articles benefit journal publishers by opening new avenues for those journal articles to be found in complex searches conducted against curated data at biological databases. Continued expansion of publication models that provide rapid access to the published literature for the widest possible audience, institutional support for publication in journals with high accessibility, and improved data access collaborations between biological databases and journal publishers will be important if biocuration is to successfully pursue its goal of complete and up-to-date curation of biological knowledge.
As the number of papers increases, several MODs have begun projects to assess the feasibility of utilizing various text-mining tools to aid and streamline the literature curation processes. Aside from technical problems such as obtaining full text in a format suitable for scanning, including figure legends and supplemental data, such tools must be able to accurately recognize key phrases in their proper context, and associate these with various controlled vocabularies (gene lists, phenotype and GO ontologies, etc.). For example, Van Auken et al. have reported a promising test using Textpresso (Muller et al. 2004 ) to curate GO cellular component annotations at Wormbase (Van Auken et al. 2009 ). However, it is not clear how such a tool might deal with a much larger literature corpus such as MGI's (at least 1,000 papers a month), or how well this tool might handle curation of complex phenotypes due to conditional knockouts and relate these phenotypes to GO biological process terms, etc. More recently, MGI has evaluated several tools to aid in the bottleneck of associating selected papers to specific genes and reports a possible increase in assignment throughput of 20-40% (Dowell et al. 2009 ). It is unlikely that such tools will replace the need for expert manual extraction of experimental data within a relevant paper, but they may aid in selecting papers for further scrutiny.
It is hoped that alternative curation models, likely involving more direct participation by the research community, will help address the data gap between the ever-increasing amount of information published in the literature and the amount of data available through curated biological databases. Several community curation models are currently under investigation, including partnerships between journals and databases (Seringhaus and Gerstein 2007; Ceol et al. 2008; Ort and Grennan 2008; Seringhaus and Gerstein 2008) , direct editing of database entries by field experts (Menda et al. 2008) , and the use of wikis to supplement existing curated databases (see, e.g., http://wiki.yeastgenome.org/index.php/Main_Page). Wikis provide a forum for researchers to discuss issues that may never be published, such as controversies about certain experimental results. Participation of the research community can greatly augment the curator's ability to develop a unified, comprehensive, precise, accurate, and highly cross-referenced view of the current biological knowledge.
Just as biocuration matures, so does our understanding of the complex nature of biology. The concept of a gene, one of the most basic tenets of biology, is changing as our understanding of genetics expands. Biocurators will continue to find ways to integrate complex new biological concepts into their existing frameworks. Great challenges lie ahead for bioresearch and biocuration alike. It is becoming apparent that the current gene-based data models used by MODs need to be expanded to allow incorporation, access, and visualization of a growing number of complex entities and processes such as microRNAs, epigenetic influences, gene regulation networks/pathways, and protein complexes. With continued staffing of highly qualified biocurators, sufficient funding, and active collaboration between journals, biological databases and the research community, we can successfully meet these challenges. Fig. 4 The global flow of biological data, as presented from a MOD perspective. Curators read the published literature and data that can be extracted for the database is identified and entered. Other sources of data may also be incorporated and in some cases can be used to identify inconsistencies with the literature-derived data. The curation process serves to organize and integrate data into the relational database format for users to easily view what is known and not known about their favorite genes or proteins
